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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
Business principles of TELLUS INVICTUS Ltd.:

1. Client-centered way of thinking, taking the clients' needs
and demands into account.
2. Continuous professional assistance for customers during
the whole process of implementation.
3. Gradual professional development is a main expectation
from our colleagues.
4. Innovation is a basic requirement.

Our current and future clients to whom
we offer assistance by our listed
activities:
Local governments, micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises, large
companies, nursery schools,
kindergartens, schools, vocational
schools, tourism institutions,
foundations, civil institutions, design
offices, construction implementers.
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
TELLUS INVICTUS Commerce and Investment Ltd. and
its cooperating partners transported the following products
from the last 3 financial years in the field of waste
container distribution:

1. Types of distributed bins and waste containers:
- 60 litre new plastic bins
- 80 litre new plastic bins
- 120 litre new plastic bins
- 140 litre new plastic bins
- 240 litre new plastic bins
- 360 litre new plastic bins
- 660 litre new plastic bins
- 770 litre new plastic bins
- 1100 litre new plastic waste containers with round lid
- 1100 litre new plastic waste containers with flat lid
- 1100 litre new metal waste containers
- 32 m3 new metal waste containers
- 24 m3 new metal waste containers
- 15 m3 new metal waste containers
- 5 m3 new metal waste containers
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
The quantity of distributed bins and waste containers divided year by year (related to
the last 3 financial years):
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Net income from the distribution of bins and waste containers divided year by year
(related to the last 3 financial years):
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Centre:
20. Rákóczi Square, Keszthely 8360
Telephone: +36 83/ 510-311
Fax: +36 83/ 510-312
Web: www.tellusinvictus.hu

E-mail: horvathsandorne@tellusinvictus.hu
E-mail: horvathsandor@tellusinvictus.hu
E-mail: info@tellusinvictus.hu
Mobile: 30/ 414-6247
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
Extra developments
• Europlast waste containers are based on the most innovative developments.
• Braille writing on the lid of
120 and 240 litre bins.
Maximum size: 170 x 50 mm

• Bins with two colours
With the utilization of two colours for
the same bin results in a completely new,
innovative, cheerful design.

• Logo printing with four colours
Non-removable very durable design.
Maximum size: 200 x 200 mm

• Lift absorption zone
The patented resilient connection
absorbs load peaks during lifting action.
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References
Apagy Local Goverment Zrínyi Ilona Primary School and Kindergarten - Apagy
- Transport of office furniture, leisure equipment and furniture
Felsőbük Nagy Pál Primary and Tourism School
- Transport of complex kitchen facilities
TESCO- Pécs, Budapest
- Transport, installation and set up of grill cabinet facilities with education included
Megaholz Ltd. - Budapest
- Transport of stainless counter cabinets for store equipment
Széchenyi Spa Restaurant - Budapest
- Transport of stainless bar cabinet
EMOR-TISZK Zrt. - Gyöngyös
- Transport of information technology and office equipment to schools
EMOR-TISZK Zrt. - Gyöngyös
- Transport of hand tools, machine tools and equipment to schools
Hotel Kelep - Tokaj
- Installation and set up of the whole hotel ( 40 Rooms)
- Transport of furniture
- Transport of kitchen facilities – restaurant equipment and furniture
- Transport of information technology, office and electronic equipment
- Transport of office facilities
Nagybajom Local Government -Nagybajom
- Transport of education and skill development tools to educational institutions
Nagybajom Local Government -Nagybajom
- Transport, installation and set up of complex kitchen facilities suitable for serving 50 people
with education included
- Transport, installation and set up of complex kitchen facilities suitable for serving 100 people
with education included
Nagybajom Local Government -Nagybajom
- Transport of outdoor elements to kindergartens
- Transport of outdoor playground elements to kindergartens
Tapolca Local Government
- Transport of kitchen facilities to School of Tapolca
Cserszegtomaj Local Government
- Transport of kitchen facilities to School of Cserszegtomaj
Báránd Local Government
- Transport of low and high value tools under the Start sample project
Hungarian State Treasury - Budapest
- Transport of office furniture equipment of the Váci Street centre of Hungarian State Treasury
(1185 pieces of office furniture)
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
Károly Róbert College - Gyöngyös
- Creation of Mátra tourist information centre in Károly Róbert
College (tourist information centre fully furnished)
Báránd Local Government - Báránd
- Procurement of tools related to public employment in winter
Báránd Local Government - Báránd
- Procurement of tools
Széchenyi István Vocational School - Hajdúböszörmény
- Procurement of tools
University of Debrecen - Debrecen
- Procurement of tools
University of Debrecen - Debrecen
- Procurement of tools
Innovative Labour Developing Society - Báránd
- Procurement of tools
Megyei Népfőiskola Egyesület - Berettyóújfalu
- Procurement of tools
University of Debrecen - Debrecen
- Procurement of tools
Báránd Local Government - Báránd
- Procurement of tools to pastry factory
Mezőkövesdi VG Zrt. - Mezőkövesd
- Compley development of Zsóry Spa
- Transport of indoor and outdoor facilities
Mezőkövesd Local Government - Mezőkövesd
- Renewal of municipal clinic
- Transport of information technology facilities
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
Reference pictures
Furniture in educational institutions

Oﬃce furniture.

The complete furniture set of the Hungarian State Treasury.
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
60 litre wheelie bin
Standard: MSZ EN 840-1, MSZ EN 840-5, MSZ EN 840-6, RAL GZ951/1, and
CE marking.
During its manufacturing the CO2 emission of the factory is ZERO.
Authenticated by a certificate.
Functional requirements: wheelie (ø200 mm), bin that is completely (material,
functional requirements, etc.) meets the standard MSZ EN 840.
It is suitable for the storage of selective or communal waste.
Raw material: recyclable HDPE that contains recycled material in 30% at most
and does not contain cadmium.
Colour coding: Blue: RAL 5003 Green: RAL 6002 Black RAL: 7016 Yellow RAL
1018 Brown: RAL 8028 Red: RAL 3013.
It is resistant to UV radiation, chemical and biological impacts and lower
(-20°C) and higher atmospheric temperatures.
The shaft support is separated from the bin which enables easier tilting during
movement.
The inner flat surface prevents the waste from stacking on the inner wall of the
container.
The container has chip preparation under its front edge.
Lid reinforcement stick can only be removed by destruction.
The handle has an ergonomic design that cannot be grasped.
The wheels are located outside the bin.
The bin's own weight: 7,5 kg
Allowed loading capacity: according to the MSZ EN 840-1 standard
Noise level indication: 92 dB
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
80 litre wheelie bin

Standard: MSZ EN 840-1, MSZ EN 840-5, MSZ EN 840-6,
RAL GZ951/1, and CE marking.
During its manufacturing the CO2 emission of the factory is
ZERO. Authenticated by a certiﬁcate.
Functional requirements: wheelie (ø200 mm), bin that is
completely (material, functional requirements, etc.) meets
the standard MSZ EN 840.
It is suitable for the storage of selective or communal waste.
Raw material: recyclable HDPE that contains recycled
material in 30% at most and does not contain cadmium.
Colour coding: Blue: RAL 5003 Green: RAL 6002 Black: RAL
7016 Yellow RAL 1018 Brown: RAL 8028 Red: RAL 3013.
It is resistant to UV radiation, chemical and biological
impacts and lower (-20°C) and higher atmospheric
temperatures.
The shaft support is separated from the bin which enables
easier tilting during movement.
The inner ﬂat surface prevents the waste from stacking on
the inner wall of the container.
The container has chip preparation under its front edge.
Lid reinforcement stick can only be removed by destruction.
The handle has an ergonomic design that cannot be
grasped.
The wheels are located outside the bin.
The bin's own weight: 6,8 kg
Allowed loading capacity: according to the MSZ EN 840-1
standard
Noise level indication: 92 dB
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
240 litre wheelie bin
- Standard: MSZ EN 840-1, MSZ EN 840-5, MSZ EN 840-6, RAL
GZ951/1, and CE marking.
- During its manufacturing the CO2 emission of the factory is
ZERO. Authenticated by a certiﬁcate.
- Functional requirements: wheelie (ø200 mm), bin that is
completely (material, functional requirements, etc.) meets the
standard MSZ EN 840.
- It is suitable for the storage of selective or communal waste.
- Raw material: recyclable HDPE that contains recycled material
in 30% at most and does not contain cadmium.
- Colour coding: Blue: RAL 5003 Green: RAL 6002 Black RAL:
7016 Yellow RAL 1018 Brown: RAL 8028 Red: RAL 3013.
- It is resistant to UV radiation, chemical and biological impacts
and lower (-20°C) and higher atmospheric temperatures.
- The shaft support is separated from the bin which enables
easier tilting during movement.
- The inner ﬂat surface prevents the waste from stacking on the
inner wall of the container.
- The container has chip preparation under its front edge.
- Lid reinforcement stick can only be removed by destruction.
- The handle has an ergonomic design that cannot be grasped.
- The wheels are located outside the bin.
- The bin's own weight: 11,4 kg
- Allowed loading capacity: according to
the MSZ EN 840-1 standard
- Noise level indication: 92 dB
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
100 litre, wheelie, plastic waste container with ﬂat or round lid
Standard: MSZ EN 840-2 / MSZ EN 840-3, MSZ EN 840-5, MSZ EN 840-6, RAL
GZ951/1, and CE marking.
During its manufacturing the CO2 emission of the factory is ZERO. Authenticated by
a certificate.
Functional requirements:
4 wheels, 2 of which have stabilized brakes, the other 2 are rolling
Diameter of wheels: 200 mm
Equipped with lifting system on the sides
It is suitable for the storage of selective or communal waste.
Raw material: recyclable HDPE that contains recycled material in 30% at most and
does not contain cadmium.
Colour coding: Blue: RAL 5003 Green: RAL 6002 Black RAL: 7016 Yellow RAL 1018
Brown: RAL 8028 Red: RAL 3013.
It is resistant to UV radiation, chemical and biological impacts and lower (-20°C) and
higher atmospheric temperatures.
The inner flat surface prevents the waste from stacking on the inner wall of the
container.
The container has chip preparation under its front edge.
The bin's own weight: 46,5 / 50 kg
Allowed loading capacity: according to the MSZ EN 840-2 / MSZ EN 840-3 standard
Noise level indication: 99 dB
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
Composters
340 litre home compost bin
Raw material: recyclable and the PE is resistant to UV radiation, chemical
and biological effects with the maximum of 10% recycled materials. The
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon and heavy metal content of the used
material meets the ZEK 01.4-08 (PAH) and 94/62/EC regulations.
Molded mounting-free design.
Rain protection lid (equipped with snap lock for wind protection)
ø 400 mm diameter opening for waste collection
Bottom rectangular sliding door
Weight of bin: 6 kg
Volume: 340 litre
400 litre home compost bin
Raw material: recyclable and the PE is resistant to UV radiation,
chemical and biological impacts and lower (-20°C) and higher
atmospheric temperatures – cuboid design, vented – equipped
with side the top doors for easy removal of compost – the walls
are joined together by a soluble binding.
Measurements: Volume: 400 litre Height: 850 mm Weight: min. 6 kg

400, 600 litre home compost bin
It is made of fully recycled and recyclable plastic. The bin can be
easily filled through the double, centre fixated lids that can be
opened in 2 direction. The circulation of air and moisture in each side
is ensured by the vertical and horizontal gaps. Dumping the compost
is comfortable (through the front and rear doors). The additional
bottom grid aids ventilation and stabilizes the composter and what is
more, it prevents gophers and mice from entering the bin without
blocking ants or worms.
Colour: Black or Green

1000 litre home compost bin
Raw material: recyclable and the PE is resistant to UV
radiation, chemical and biological effects.
- eco-friendly material
- the walls are joined together by a soluble binding
which enables the user to assemble and disassemble
the bin easily and quickly
Measurements:
- volume: 1000 litre
- height: 1020 mm
- width: 1300 mm
- depth: 1300 mm
- weight: 20 kg
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
ARK type open multilift container 9-38 m3
The container meets the regulations of ISO 1496-4. and DIN 30722 standards.
Structure:
- Welded steel structure with DIN30722 hook system mounted
- Side plate thickness: 3 mm
- Bottom plate thickness: 4 mm, if needed 5 or 6 mm
- The bottom and side plates are joined in 45 or 90° with 50 mm overlap fully joined
together by welding inside and outside
- Vertically ribbed sidewalls
The side plate is reinforced with 750 mm segments of cold blended „U” proﬁle
(min. 70x50x4).
In the line of lifting hook in the horizontal centre of the sidewall the top proﬁle
strengthening is stabilized by fully welding.
Side top length stabilizing 120x60x4 hollow section
Hinged back door, the back door of container can be opened into two in the middle,
plate thickness 3 mm, frame min. 80x60x4 hollow section.
- Back door holding frame: from Mh. U180 proﬁle
- Back door reinforcements: 80x60x4 hollow section
- Each welded area begins from the corners. Ribs are stabilized by fully welding
- The container has stable scructured reinforcement frame welded from hot rolled
U180 and I180 segments.
- Rear castor-wheel diameter: 160mm, width: 300 mm
- Material of rear castor-wheels: steel with bronze pellets
- The top of the container is equipped with canvas stabilizing handles located in circle
- Painting: two layered anti-corrosion base on the inside, lacquering on the outside
(with 2K acrylic polyurethane paint)
Inner measurements:
- Length: 5.250 – 7.000 mm
- Width: 2.300 mm, in case of pallet design 2420 mm
- Height: 750 – 2.250 mm
Outer measurements:
- Length: 5.600 – 7.320 mm
- Width: 2.450 – 2.550 mm
- Height: 1.250 – 2.500 mm
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
ARK type open multilift container 19-37 m3
The container meets the regulations of ISO 1496-4. and DIN 30722 standards.
Structure:
- Welded steel structure with DIN30722 hook system mounted
- Side plate thickness: 3 mm
- Bottom plate thickness: 4 mm, if needed 5 or 6 mm is possible too
- Vertical and horizontal ribbed sidewalls.
- Depending on the height of sidewall, horizontal ribs are placed in minimum 3,
maximum 7 rows, depth 28 mm.
- Vertical ribbing divided into 750 mm, 1000 mm or 1500 mm with Hh.U180x55x4
proﬁle at the front and in the centre reinforced with Hh.U80x55x4 proﬁle in-between.
- Side top length stabilizing 120x60x4 hollow section
- Hinged back door, the back door of container can be opened into two in the middle.
-Back door holding frame: from Mh. U180 proﬁle
- Back door frame: 80x60x4 hollow section, depending on the height of lv. 3 mm
corrugated door plate, horizontal ribs are placed in minimum 3, maximum 7 rows.
- Sealed door (with removable rubber seals)
- Each welded area begins from the corners. Ribs are stabilized by fully welding
- The container has stable scructured reinforcement frame welded from hot rolled
U180 and I180 segments.
- Rear castor-wheel diameter: 160mm, width: 300 mm
- Material of rear castor-wheels: steel with bronze pellets
- The top of the container is equipped with canvas stabilizing handles located in circle
- Painting: two layered anti-corrosion base on the inside, lacquering on the outside
(with 2K acrylic polyurethane paint)
Inner measurements:
- Length: min. 5.500, max. 7.000 mm
- Width: 2.300 mm
- Height: min. 1.500, max. 2.300 mm
Outer measurements:
- Length: min. 5.955 mm
- Width: 2.520 mm
- Height: min. 1.800, max. 2.600 mm
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
DA 10 type canvas assymetric container with ADR qualiﬁcation

It is suitable for the collection and transport of solid, dangerous and other municipal,
communal and industrial waste.
• equipped with tilter on both sides
• corners are strengthened inside and outside
• can be put together
• bottom can be made of 4, 5 and 6 mm St37 steel plate
• sides can be made of 3 and 4 mm St37-2 steel plate
• measurements according to DIN 30720
• lacquered for the desired RAL colour
• canvas hook on front, side and back doors
• ADR BK1 qualification
The container meets the ISO 1496-4. 1991 standards
Volume: 10 m3
Maximum length: 4.100 mm
Maximum width: 1.835 mm
Maximum height: 1.757 mm
Thickness of plates:
Bottom plate min. 4 - 6 mm
Side wall min. 3-4 mm
Inner reinforcements: cold blended L40x40x3 profiles
Bottom of container: 2220 x 1610 mm
Side reinforcements: cold blended U80x55x4 profiles
Equipped with canvas stabilizing handles
ADR canvas
Corners are strengthened inside and outside. Ribs are stabilized with fully welding sealed.
Painting: base on the inside, lacquering on the outside (with 2K acrylic polyurethane paint)
Based on the other measurements and design of the container it is suitable for the movement,
transport and dumping by container transport chain.
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
ARK type ADR BK1 canvas container with ADR qualiﬁcation
This type of container is suitable for the collection and transport of solid, dangerous
and other municipal, communal and industrial waste.
- Has ADR BK1 qualiﬁcation
- The container meets the regulations of ISO 1496-4. 1991 and DIN 30722 standards.
- The container is equipped with data board with UN qualiﬁcation code.
Structure:
- Welded steel structure with DIN30722 hook system mounted
- Side plate thickness: 3 mm
- Bottom plate thickness: 5 mm, if needed 6 mm
- Vertically ribbed sidewalls, the side plate is reinforced with 750 mm segments of cold
blended „U” proﬁle (min. 70x50x4). In the line of lifting hook in the horizontal centre of
the sidewall the top proﬁle strengthening is stabilized by fully welding. Side length
stabilizing 120x60x4 hollow section.
- 100 mm high liquid containing threshold in front of the door inside
- Hinged back door, the back door of container can be opened into two in the middle.
- Door lock: geer lock mechanism, closure points at the bottom and top, two point
threshold closure system at the bottom
- Back door holding frame: Mh. U180 proﬁle
- Back door reinforcements: 80x60x4 hollow section.
- Sealed door (with removable rubber seals)
- The container has stable scructured reinforcement frame welded from hot rolled U100,
U180 and I180 segments.
- Rear castor-wheel diameter: 160mm, width: 300 mm
- Material of rear castor-wheels: steel with bronze pellets, if needed PA 6G
- The top of the container is equipped with canvas stabilizing handles
- ADR canvas can be wrapped sideways, foldable canvas support on the side wall
- Painting: base on the inside, lacquering on the outside (with 2K acrylic polyurethane
paint)
Inner measurements:
- Length: 6.000 – 7.000 mm
- Width: 2.260 – 2420 mm
- Height: 1.500 – 2.200 mm
Outer measurements:
- Max. Length: 6.400 – 7.000 mm
- Max. Width: 2.450 – 2.550 mm
- Max. Height: 1.800 – 2.500 mm
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TELLUS INVICTUS LTD.
ARK type ADR BK2 container types with openable top
This type of container is suitable for the collection and transport of solid, dangerous and
other municipal, communal and industrial waste.
- Has ADR BK2 qualification
- The container meets the regulations of ISO 1496-4. 1991 and DIN 30722 standards.
- The container is equipped with data board with UN qualification code.
Structure:
- Welded steel structure with DIN30722 hook system mounted
- Side plate thickness: 3 mm
- Bottom plate thickness: 5 mm, if needed 6 mm
- Vertically ribbed sidewalls, the side plate is reinforced with 750 mm segments of cold
blended „U” profile (min. 70x50x4). Triangular reinforcements on the sidewalls placed
horizontally in four rows.
- Side length stabilizing 120x60x4 hollow section
- 100 mm high liquid containing threshold in front of the door inside
- Single back door, opened next to the sidewall.
- Door lock: ratchet closure system operated from the side, two point threshold closure
system at the bottom
- Back door holding frame: Mh. U180 profile
- Back door reinforcements: 80x60x4 hollow section.
- Sealed door (with removable rubber seals)
- The container has stable scructured reinforcement frame welded from hot rolled U100,
U180 and I180 segments.
- Rear castor-wheel diameter: 160mm, width: 300 mm
- Material of rear castor-wheels: steel with bronze pellets, if needed PA 6G
- The top of the container is equipped with a single roof system that is operated by a rack
lifter with 3 tons of bearing capacity. The top of the roof is made of corrugated plate.
- Painting: base on the inside, lacquering on the outside (with 2K acrylic polyurethane paint)
Inner measurements:
- Length: 6.000 – 7.000 mm
- Width: 2.260 – 2420 mm
- Height: 1.500 – 2.200 mm

Outer measurements:
- Max. Length: 6.400 – 7.320 mm
- Max. Width: 2.450 – 2.550 mm
- Max. Height: 1.800 – 2.500 mm
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Presentation of ecological point of view

- The table clearly shows that the products of other manufacturers can only keep the same
quality with a signiﬁcantly higher weight resulting in the usage of additional material of
plastic.
- The 60 l, 80 l, 120 l, 240 l bins and 1100 l ﬂat and 1100 l round waste containers
distributed by TELLUS INVICTUS Ltd. meets the requirements of Msz and Ral check-lists
while reducing the amount of used raw material due to the high level technical
developments as opposed to the competitors. We distribute bins and waste containers
which are much more durable and have longer lifespan, while the competitors can only
achieve similar parameters with the usage of signiﬁcantly higher amount of raw material
and additional reinforcements.
- The products distributed by our company are made with modern technology while taking
the environmentally friendly way of thinking into consideration.
- The double ribbing at the lifting area and the reinforcement layer: double combination
under the edge of bin, waste container result in unique solidity in the comb area.
Flexible connection to the centre rib and easy pitching.

Amount of additionally used raw material of products distributed by other
manufacturers for each bin, waste container.

The table clearly shows the usage of extra raw material for each bin and waste
container.
For illustrative purposes the table below depicts the additionally used raw material
related to the bins and waste containers sold by other manufacturers which is harmful
for the environment.
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